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In this study, we estimate the influence exerted by the

wall of the Open Field on the trajectory of the mouse.

The wall exerts two types of influence on the mouse’s

path: one of guidance and one of attraction. The guiding

influence is expressed by the tendency of mice to pro-

gress in parallel to the wall. This tendency wanes with

increasing distance from the wall but is observed at

large distances from it. The more parallel the mouse is

to the wall the higher is its speed, even when distant

from the wall. This association between heading direc-

tion and speed shows that the mouse controls its head-

ing in reference to the wall. It is also observed in some

blind strains, revealing that wall-guidance is not

based exclusively on vision. The attraction influence is

reflected by movement along the wall and by the asym-

metry between speed during movement toward, and

during movement away from the wall: sighted mice

move faster toward the wall, whereas blind mice use

similar speeds in both directions. Measures characteriz-

ing these influences are presented for five inbred strains,

revealing heritable components that are replicable

across laboratories. The revealed structure can lead to

the identification of distinct groups of genes that med-

iate the distinct influences of guidance and attraction

exerted by the wall. It can also serve as a framework

for the decoding of electrophysiological data recorded in

free moving rodents in the Open Field.
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Studies of exploration often use the path traced by a mouse

in the open field to reveal genetic, pharmacological, or lesion

effects underlying path properties (Crawley et al. 1997; Hall

1934, 1936). Researchers in these fields often characterize

the path using cumulative measures, such as the distance

traveled throughout a session, and the proportion of time

spent in the center (Crawley et al. 1997). In contrast, studies

investigating neural processes related to navigation focus on

measuring moment-to-moment location (O’Keefe 1976;

O’Keefe & Dostrovsky 1971), speed (King et al. 1998;

McNaughton et al. 1983) and heading direction (Taube et al.

1990; Wiener & Taube 2005), and relate these measure-

ments to neuron firing patterns in the CNS (e.g. Hafting

et al. 2005; McNaughton et al. 1996). In both cases, the

phenomenology of the momentary relations between these

kinematic variables in a free-moving rodent has not been

studied. The results of such study could serve as guideline

in the study of neural and genetic mechanisms underlying

path structure.

In this study, we measure the mouse’s momentary loca-

tion, heading direction and speed during Open Field behavior,

describe regularities that link these three variables into pat-

terns and show that these patterns have a heritable compo-

nent replicable across three laboratories.

We track mouse movement in a 2.5-m-diameter arena,

thus imposing an extended gradient between the wall and

the center. The small mouse image in such a large arena

prevents direct measurement of the mouse’s heading. The

noise generated by the tracking system and the erratic nat-

ure of mouse locomotor behavior present a challenge for a

reliable estimate of the animal’s speed and heading direction.

To reduce noise, we use statistical smoothing algorithms to

estimate locations and momentary velocities of the animal

(Hen et al. 2004). Then we segment the smoothed path data

into units of progression and units of lingering, or staying-

in-place behavior (Drai & Golani 2001). Next, the lingering

episodes are removed, leaving segments of uninterrupted

progression. Finally, we calculate the momentary heading

direction in the smoothed progression segments using the

angular component of the mouse’s velocity vector.

Because the wall influences the mouse’s path (Crawley

et al. 1997), we describe the mouse’s location and direction

of progression in a wall-related frame of reference. This

frame complements the conventional Cartesian and absolute

frames used in navigation-related studies (Hafting et al.

2005; O’Keefe & Dostrovsky 1971; Taube et al. 1990).

Using distance from wall (distance) and heading direction

in reference to the wall (heading) reveals that the wall

constraints heading, and this effect wanes gradually with

distance. Furthermore, heading influences speed at large
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distances from the wall. Thus, instead of the commonly used

discrete distinction between movement along the wall and

center occupancy, we describe a continuous gradient

extending into the center. Because the wall’s influence is

measurable, strain-specific and replicable across labora-

tories, our results can be used as guideline in the analysis

of genetic and neurophysiologic processes mediating the

trajectory’s structure.

Materials and methods

Data were collected in a study conducted simultaneously in

three laboratories: The National Institute on Drug Abuse

(NIDA; Baltimore, MD, USA), Maryland Psychiatric

Research Center (MPRC; Baltimore, MD, USA) and Tel Aviv

University (TAU; Tel Aviv, Israel). These data are stored in a

publicly available database (http://www.tau.ac.il/�ilan99/see/

help) and have already been used in previous studies (Kafkafi

& Elmer 2005; Kafkafi et al. 2005; Lipkind et al. 2004). The

study included 10 inbred mouse strains and is part of the

Mouse Phenome Database (Paigen & Eppig 2000). The

experimental and housing protocols are described in detail

elsewhere (Kafkafi et al. 2003). Here, we repeat the main

points.

Animals

In the present study, we selected the data of five strains that

show relatively high activity in the center of the arena

[C57BL/6J (C57), CZECHII/Ei (CZECHII), FVB/NJ (FVB), SJL/J

(SJL) and C3H/HeJ (C3H)]. The last three strains are known

to be homozygous for the retinal degeneration allele

Pde6brd1 and were either blind or visually strongly impaired

by the age they were tested (Chang et al. 2002).

Male mice, 9- to 14-week old, were shipped from Jackson

Laboratories. Animals were maintained in a 12:12 h

reversed-light cycle (lights on from 2000 to 0800 h) and

were housed two to four per cage under standard conditions

of 22 �C room temperature and water and food ad libitum.

The animals were housed in their room for at least 2 weeks

before the start of the experiment. All animals were main-

tained in facilities fully accredited by the American

Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care

(AAALAC, MPRC and NIDA) or by National Institutes of

Health Animal Welfare Assurance Number A5010-01 (TAU).

The study was conducted in accordance with the National

Research Council’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory

Animals.

Experimental procedure

The arena was a 2.5-m-diameter circular area with a non-

porous gray floor and a 50-cm high primer gray-painted con-

tinuous wall. Several landmarks of various shapes and sizes

were attached to different locations on the arena wall and on

the walls of the room where the arena was located. The

arena was illuminated with two 40 W neon bulbs on the

ceiling above the center of the arena. The experiments

were conducted during the dark part of the cycle 1–2 h

after its onset. Each experimental animal was brought from

its housing room to the arena in a small opaque box and

placed within the arena (in a standardized location, near the

wall) while still in the box. After 20 seconds, the box was

lifted and a 30-min session began. The animal’s movement

was tracked with the Noldus EthoVision automated tracking

system (Spink et al. 2001).

Data analysis

The raw data obtained from the tracking system were

smoothed with the use of a specialized algorithm implemen-

ted in the stand-alone program ‘SEE Path Smoother’ (Hen

et al. 2004). This procedure produces reliable estimates of

momentary speeds during motion (momentary speeds dur-

ing arrests were defined as zero). As was previously shown,

rodent locomotor behavior consists of two distinct modes of

motion: progression segments and lingering episodes (Drai

et al. 2000; Golani et al. 1993). During progression segments,

the animals traverse relatively large distances, attaining rela-

tively high speeds. During lingering episodes, the animals

stop and perform scanning movements, while staying in a

circumscribed neighborhood. Segmentation of the smoothed

path into progression segments and lingering episodes was

done with the expectation maximization algorithm (e.g.

Everitt 1981), using a two-Gaussian mixture model. Stand-

alone user-friendly software for smoothing (SEE Path

Smoother) and for segmentation (SEE Path Segmentor) can

be downloaded at http://www.tau.ac.il/�ilan99/see/help.

Heading calculation

The method of calculation of heading, and the time series of

heading, distance from wall and speed, derived from the data

of a particular path traced by a mouse is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The heading variable measures the direction of progres-

sion of the animal in relation to the wall (and not in relation to

a fixed absolute direction) during progression segments. The

heading value is the angle between the direction of the

animal’s velocity vector and a line extending from the center

of the arena to the animal’s current location (Fig. 1b). When

the animal moves in parallel (0�, 180�) to the wall or at right

angles to it (90�, 270�), the heading values are stable

(Fig. 1a,c). Heading values were transformed to values

between �90� (toward the wall) and 90� (away from the

wall), so that progression in parallel to the wall (0�, 180�,

360�) acquires a value of 0�.

During progression near the center (distances larger than

90 cm from wall), heading values are noisy. This is reflected

in an increase in the variability of heading near the center. In

the Results section, the arena was partitioned into three

concentric rings and a central disk, starting at a distance of

Estimating wall guidance and attraction
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37 cm from wall. Because the vast majority of the move-

ment in this disk took place in distances smaller than 90 cm

from wall, the estimation of heading variability reflects an

absence of preference for a particular heading, and not

center-related noise.

Relative speed calculation

To provide a common scale that will allow a comparison of

speed dynamics between strains that differ greatly in their

speeds, we normalize the speed data. The relative speed

variable is calculated for each mouse separately by subtract-

ing its minimal speed within all progression segments from

the momentary speed at each time point and then dividing

the remainders by the 95th speed quantile (which is more

stable than the maximum) of all progression segments.

Mathematica�-based program SEE Package (Drai & Golani

2001) and two extension programs, ‘SEE Experiment

Explorer’ and ‘SEE End-point Manager’ (Kafkafi 2003), were

used to develop the new heading and relative speed mea-

sures and the behavioral measures (end-points) described in

the Results section.

Visualization of the relations between distance

heading and speed

To establish the relationship between these variables, we

plotted the variables in a running window of 5% of the data

points obtained for progression segments throughout the

session (Figs 4, 5 and 7). The phrase ‘in heading 0�’ thus

refers throughout the text to ‘in a window of 5% of the data

around heading 0�’.

Statistical methods
Comparing end-point results between strains and across

laboratories

To assess the discrimination between strains and the replic-

ability across laboratories of heading-related end-points (see

Results), we used the linear mixed-effects ANOVA model

(McCulloch & Searle 2001; Neter et al. 1996) with strain

being considered as a fixed factor, while the effect of labora-

tory is considered as random and so is the interaction

between strain and laboratory (Kafkafi et al. 2005). In this

model, the yardstick for a significant strain difference

includes variability across individuals, variability across

laboratories and variability across the strain–laboratory inter-

action. The across-laboratories variability may be large, but

when comparing strains across laboratories, this term is

cancelled out. In contrast, the strains–laboratory interaction,

which may be large too, does not cancel out. By including

the interaction term in the yardstick, the mixed model thus

sets a higher benchmark for showing a significant genotype

difference than that used in the traditional fixed model.

This approach is more conservative than the widely used

linear fixed-effects ANOVA model: if a difference between

two strains was found to be significant under the mixed

model, it will also be significant under the fixed-effects

model, but the opposite is not necessarily true. Analysis
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Figure 1: An illustration of the

dynamics of heading direction, dis-

tance from wall and speed, during

the performance of a single progres-

sion segment. (a) Path data within the

circular arena. (b) The method of calcu-

lation of momentary heading direction:

The large arc designates the wall of the

arena, the small empty circle – the

mouse’s location, the small full circle –

the center of the arena, and the arrow –

the mouse’s direction of progression. a
is the angle between the mouse’s

direction of progression and a line per-

pendicular to the arena’s radius. It

describes the mouse’s momentary

heading direction. (c) The time series

of the three measured variables for

the path in (a). In graphs (a) and (c),

gray line stands for movement until

maximal distance from wall is reached,

and black line stands for movement

away from point of maximal distance.

Note that during progression in parallel

to the wall heading direction stabilizes

around 0�.
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was performed on transformed data, whose distribution is

close to the normal distribution, and its variances are stabilized.

From the mixed model results, the proportion of variance

attributed to each factor (genotype, laboratory, their interaction

and the ‘residuals’ or within animal) was computed (Kafkafi

et al. 2005). Note that the proportion of genotype variance is

a relatively conservative estimation of the broad sense herit-

ability. For a detailed exposition of the use of the mixed-effects

ANOVA model to assess discrimination between mouse strains

and replicability across laboratories, see Kafkafi et al. (2005).

Pairwise comparisons

For all end-points which were found significant (using the

mixed ANOVA model), assessing which strains are significantly

different from each other is of interest. Therefore, all possi-

ble pairs of strains were tested for a significant difference

in each end point. For that matter, a variation on the pairwise

‘t-tests’ was performed. The denominator of the t-value (i.e.

the standard error of the difference in means) was computed

using all components of variance (unlike the traditional model

in which there is only one variance component). The degrees

of freedom were found using Satterthwaite’s approximation

(Littell et al. 1996; Satterthwaite 1946).

Correction for multiple comparisons

The false discovery rate (FDR) controlling procedure of

Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) was used to control for

multiple comparisons, first for the comparison of end-point

results between strains and across laboratories (11 compar-

isons for 11 end-points) and second for the pairwise compar-

isons (90 comparisons for nine significant end-points � 10

pairs of strains) (Benjamini et al. 2001).

Results

For clarity of exposition, we first demonstrate the wall’s

influence on heading and speed in one strain, C57. After

examining the overall frequency distribution (density) of

heading throughout the arena, we study it at different dis-

tances from the wall. Next, we examine the relationship

between heading and speed throughout the arena, describe

this relationship for different distances from the wall and

compare the effects of heading and distance on speed. We

conclude the C57 section by presenting a 3-D view of the

relationship between heading, distance and speed. A com-

parison of the same phenomena in four additional strains is

performed in terms of 11 end-points. Each end-point is intro-

duced in the Results section, listed in Table 1, and defined

algorithmically in the on-line supplement.

Density of heading values

Figure 2 shows the density of the headings in the 12 C57

mice. The symmetrical distribution around the maximum at

heading 0� (designating progression in parallel to the wall) in

each of the mice allows us to characterize the distribution by

estimating the inter-quartile range (IQR) of heading. The IQR

provides a measure of the tendency of the mouse to deviate

from the median (see ‘Overall variability of heading directions’

in Table 1). The wider the density plot (and therefore the

lower the maximum), the higher the IQR value is. To examine

whether the high density around 0� merely reflects the fact

that most progression occurs near the wall, we studied the

IQR of heading at four ranges of distance from the wall.

The distance-from-wall influence on heading

The IQRs of heading in the four ranges of distance (three

concentric rings henceforth termed rings; the central disk

amounts to half of the size of the arena) are similar in the 12

examined C57 mice. In the outermost ring of 0–5 cm from the

wall, the variation in heading around the 0� median is very

small (between 5� and 10� IQR; see left boxplot in Fig. 3a). In

the next two rings, between 5 and 15 cm, and 15–37 cm,

there is a gradual increase in heading variation around the

median. Finally, in the central disk, heading IQR is about 90�

around 0�, reflecting an absence of a preference for a parti-

cular heading (Fig. 3a, rightmost boxplot; see Methods). The

gradual increase in the headings IQR up to the distance of

37 cm shows that the wall’s guiding influence on heading

decreases with the increase in distance. It also implies that

although the tendency of the mouse to move in parallel to the

wall is decreasing gradually, it is still present at relatively high

distances. This tendency is quantified by the end-point ‘dis-

tance from wall at which constraints on heading disappear’

(Table 1). A comparison reveals that the distance’s influence

on heading variability (Fig. 3a) is farther reaching than its

effect on relative speed variability (see Methods; Fig. 3b). In

other words, heading variability is a more sensitive estimate of

the influence of distance than speed variability.

The influence of heading on speed

In Fig. 4a, we plot relative speed as a function of heading. As

shown, in all mice, the speed is highest when the mouse

progresses in parallel to the wall (heading 0�), dropping from

this maximum in either direction. This phenomenon is quan-

tified by two end-points: ‘median of relative speed in heading

0�’, and ‘normalized speed median in heading 0�’ (Table 1).

The first end-point provides the value of the median in a

window around 0�, and the second – its relative value within

the minimum–maximum range obtained in all windows. The

second end-point accepts values between 0 and 1, reaching

a value of 1 when the median in the window around 0� is

maximal, and a value of 0 when this median is minimal.

As demonstrated, in C57, the drop in speed during move-

ment toward the wall (negative heading values) is milder

than the drop during movement away from it (positive head-

ing values). This is most conspicuous in the lower quartile

line. It means that these mice progress faster toward the

wall than away from it, suggesting that the wall exerts an

Estimating wall guidance and attraction
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Table 1: Comparisons of 11 end-points based on heading, speed, and distance from wall, in the 5 mouse strains. The numbers within

the cells are strain means normalized between zero and one within each end-point (the detailed description of end-point algorithms are

available in the on-line supplemental material). The P-values are the results of a mixed ANOVA model, based on data obtained in 3

laboratories (see methods). Within each endpoint, the gray boxes represent the results of pairwise comparisons between the strains

(see methods). Gray boxes that share a common level do not differ significantly from each other after the FDR adjustment (FDR

adjusted p-value of all � 0.05). Strains, in which the gray boxes occupy more than one level, do not differ significantly from the stains in

these levels

C57 CZECHII FVB C3H SJL P-Value Heritability (%)

Inbound/Outbound Speed Asymmetry 0.62 0.68 0.56 0.48 0.50 0.0001 23

Overall variability of Heading 0.61 0.28 0.59 0.65 0.37 0.0001 33

directions

Distance from wall in which 0.80 0.72 0.73 0.60 0.54 0.0001 32

constraints on Heading disappear

Median of Relative Speed 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.54 0.60 0.0001 37

in Heading 0�

Normalized speed median 0.71 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.1567 3

in Heading 0�

Variability of Relative Speed 0.32 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.46 0.035 9

in Heading 0�

Normalized speed variability in 0.54 0.53 0.48 0.32 0.23 0.0001 9

Heading 0�

Proportion of speed in ring 1 0.40 0.44 0.56 0.48 0.63 0.037 14

explained by Distance

Proportion of speed in ring 1 0.27 0.47 0.47 0.44 0.61 0.0001 28

explained by Heading

Proportion of speed in ring 2 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.66 0.80 0.0001 20

explained by Distance

Proportion of speed in ring 2 0.53 0.74 0.46 0.38 0.38 0.0001 48

explained by Heading
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attraction force on the mice belonging to this strain. This

phenomenon is quantified by the end-point ‘inbound/out-

bound speed asymmetry’ (Table 1).

Speed variability

To establish the degree of variability (or, for that matter,

stereotypy) of speed, we examined the relationship between

heading and the IQR of relative speeds (see Methods). A

narrow IQR implies a low variability of speed. As shown in

Fig. 4b, when the mice reach the highest speeds, the IQR is

at a local minimum, i.e. variability is the lowest. Progressing

in parallel to the wall thus constrains the variability of speeds

in C57 mice, although one would expect that higher speeds

would involve a wider range of exhibited speeds. This phe-

nomenon is quantified by two end-points: ‘variability of rela-

tive speed in heading 0�’ and ‘normalized speed variability in

heading 0�’ (Table 1). The first end-point provides the IQR in

a window around 0�, and the second – its relative value
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Figure 2: Density plots of heading in 12 C57 mice. The black line

represents the pooled data of all mice, and the gray lines represent

individual mice. As shown, each line has a maximum at heading 0�.
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Figure 4: The influence of heading on speed. (a) medians of

relative speed as a function of heading, in 12 individual C57 mice

(in gray) and in the group as a whole (in black). The dashed black

lines represent the lower and upper quartiles of relative speed.

Note that speed is maximal in heading 0�. Also note the asym-

metry between movement toward the wall (negative heading

values) and movement away from wall (positive heading values),

which is most conspicuous in the lower quartile. (b) Interquartile

ranges (IQRs) of relative speed as a function of heading, in 12

individual C57 mice (in gray) and in the group as a whole (in

black). Note that IQR is at a local minimum in heading 0�.
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within the minimum–maximum range obtained in all win-

dows. The second end-point quantifies the degree to which

the IQR value is maximal (value of 1) or minimal (value of 0).

The association between heading and speed at
different distance ranges from wall

Examination of speed as a function of both distance (repre-

sented by the successive rings) and heading accentuates the

peaking of speed in heading 0� (Fig. 4a) and reveals addi-

tional phenomena, which could not be observed by examin-

ing speed as a function of heading alone (Fig. 4a). Figure 5a

shows an association between speed and heading within

rings, with a slight increase in speed across rings. In the

outermost three rings, speed is maximal in heading 0�, drop-

ping from this maximum in either direction, as the mouse

progresses less parallel to the wall. The association between

speed and heading disappears in the center of the arena. The

gradual increase in the projection of the lines on the heading-

axis expresses the corresponding gradual increase in head-

ing variability across successively more distant rings. With

increasing distance from wall, the slopes dropping from the

peak become milder (see also Fig. 6).

Examination of speed as a function of distance alone

(Fig. 5b) shows a slight increase in speed across rings, in

particular between the first and second rings, but does not

reveal an association within rings between speed and

distance.

We compare the strength of the association between speed

on the one hand, and heading-and-distance on the other hand,

and the association between speed and distance alone, first in

the same mouse-session presented in A and B (Fig. 5c), and

then in 12 C57mouse-sessions (Fig. 5d; for graphs of all 12mice

see supplemental Fig. S1). As shown, in all mice, the proportion

of speed explained by heading-and-distance in the outermost

three rings is always higher than that explained by distance

alone. The estimates for the proportion of speed explained

by distance alone, and for the proportion of speed explained

by heading-and-distance, in ring 1 and in ring 2, are presented

in s1.

Thus, studying speed as a function of heading-and-distance

uncovers an influence exerted by the wall, from a distance, on
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trend within the graph lines implies an absence of association between distance and speed within rings. (c) Estimation of the

association between speed and distance alone, and the association between speed and heading-and-distance (termed heading in the

graph) in the same mouse-session. Note that in the first three rings, heading explains a higher percentage of speed variation than

distance. (d) Boxplots of the association values described in (c), in 12 C57 mice. The association between heading and speed gets

stronger between the first and the second rings, weaker in the third ring, and disappears in the central disk. Also, in the first three rings,

the association between distance and speed is weaker than that between heading and speed.
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speed. This influence is averaged out by the examination of

speed in relation to either heading alone or distance alone.

A 3-D landscape describing the relationship between
heading, speed and distance from wall

Using a 3-D landscape plot, Fig. 6 illustrates the joint effect

distance and heading exert on speed, in a specific mouse-

session (for similar graphs of 12 C57, 12 FVB and 12 SJL

mice, see Supplemental Figs S2, S3 and S4).

The ridge along 0� heading reflects the fact that at dis-

tances of up to about 50 cm from the wall, the speed attains

a maximum in 0�. At heading smaller and greater than 0�, the

speed drops steeply at small distances and increasingly more

mildly at larger distances from the wall. With increasing

distances, the landscape widens, encompassing a progres-

sively wider range of heading values. The widening of the

graph’s projection on the heading-distance plane reflects the

constraining influence the wall has on the mouse’s heading.

This influence wears off with distance.

Heading-related phenomena in several inbred strains

Investigation of the combined influence of heading and dis-

tance on speed in four additional inbred strains (CZECHII,

FVB, SJL and C3H) reveals strain-specific values of the

same features described for C57 mice. In the section

below, reporting a significant difference between strains is

based on a comparison of all possible pairs.

Density of heading values

In all the examined strains, as in C57, heading density

reaches a maximum when the mouse progresses in parallel

to the wall (Fig. 7a). CZECHII and SJL mice show a signifi-

cantly higher maximum in heading 0�, whereas C57, FVB and

C3H show lower amounts of movement in parallel to the

wall. The IQR values (see ‘overall variability of heading direc-

tions’ in Table 1), which provide a measure of the tendency

of a mouse to deviate from movement in heading 0�, are the

lowest in CZECHII and SJL, rendering them more ‘wall-

guided’ than the other three strains.

The distance-from-wall influence on heading

The gradual increase in heading variability (IQR) across the

concentric rings (plotted only for C57 in Fig. 3a) is repeated in

all the examined strains: all strains show small heading varia-

tion near the wall, followed by an increase in heading variation

with increasing distance. The difference between the strains

lies mainly in the rate of increase of the heading IQR. This

property is captured by the end-point ‘distance from wall in

which constraints on heading disappear’ (Table 1). C3H and

SJL show the highest value of this end-point, thus indicating

that in these strains the effect of the wall on heading fades

rapidly. FVB, CZECHII and C57 are more constrained by the

wall, with C57 being constrained to the largest distance.

The influence of heading on speed

A strain comparison of relative speed highlights the influence

heading has on speed dynamics (Fig. 7b). In all the strains,

speed is maximal in heading 0�. In the slow SJL, these

maxima are significantly higher than in the faster strains

(‘median of relative speed in heading 0�’, Table 1).

Examination of speed asymmetry across quartiles reveals

that in the first quartile C57 and CZECHII show an asymmetry,

whereas FVB, C3H and SJL do not (‘inbound/outbound

speed asymmetry’, Table 1). This difference provides a distinc-

tion between the sighted and the blind strains.While the sighted

strains exhibit an attraction to the wall, the presumably blind

strains, known to be homozygous for the retinal degeneration

allele Pde6brd1 (see Methods) do not exhibit such attraction.

Speed variability

To compare the degree of variability of speed, we examined

the IQR of relative speeds across strains (Fig. 7c). In all the

strains, the values of this measure converge to a similar

value in heading 0�: decrease of IQR in the fast CZECHII,

C57 and FVB, while increase of IQR is evident in the slow
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Figure 6: Relative speed plotted against heading and dis-

tance from wall in a single session of a C57 mouse. The 3-D

landscape is shown in black and its projection on the distance-

heading plane and the distance-speed plane is shown in gray.

Medians in a running window of heading values vary between

�70� and 70�. Note the slight increase in speed values depicted

in the projection on the distance-speed plane, the gradual

increase in heading ranges depicted in the projection on the head-

ing-distance plane, the maximal speed in heading 0�, which forms

the central ridge in the three dimensional graph, and the decrease

in ridge steepness with increasing distance.
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SJL and C3H strains. Because speed increases in all strains

and IQR decreases in some and increases in others, increas-

ing speed does not explain the respective changes in speed

variability. In summary, progressing in parallel to the wall

constrains the variability of speeds in the fast strains and

expands it in the slow strains.

The association between heading and speed at different

distance ranges from wall

The association between heading, distance and speed,

observed in the C57 mice, is also observed in the CZECHII

and FVB mice, but not in the C3H and SJL strains (‘propor-

tion of speed in ring 2 explained by heading’, Table 1). This

difference within the blind or visually strongly impaired group

of strains suggests that vision is not the only factor mediat-

ing guidance by the wall from a distance.

A strain comparison of the heading-related
end-points

Comparisons of 11 end-points based on heading, speed and

distance from wall in the five mouse strains revealed signifi-

cant genotype differences in nine of the 11 end-points

(Table 1). Replicability of results obtained in three laboratories

was tested using the mixed linear model ANOVA (Kafkafi et al.

2005). First, each end-point was tested to distinguish

between the strains. Next, mixed ANOVA pairwise comparisons

were performed on the end-points that were found to be

significant in the first stage (see Methods). The differences

remained significant even after correcting for multiple compar-

isons using an FDR adjustment for all possible pairs (FDR-

adjusted P-value of all ¼ 0.005). Taking into account the vari-

ous sources of variance, we calculated the proportion of

variance attributed to the genotype, which is a relatively con-

servative estimator of the broad-sense heritability, and found

that in seven of 11 traits heritability was higher than 20%.

Discussion

In this study, we estimate the dynamics of the mouse’s

trajectory in a wall-related frame. In an empty arena, the

wall is a boundary, a potential shelter and a most conspic-

uous object; therefore, the distance from it has been tradi-

tionally taken into account, revealing differences between

behavior near the wall and in the center (Crawley et al.

1997). Distance from wall has been shown to influence

neuronal activity in the rat hippocampus and related struc-

tures during a navigation-related task (O’Keefe et al. 1998).

Heading direction has been shown to operate in reference to

an absolute frame (Taube et al. 1990), but has not been

examined in a wall-related frame. The structure of the spatial

map, recently discovered by Hafting et al. (2005), has also

been shown to be indifferent to the wall of the arena. Here,

we use a complementary wall-related frame, by examining

the relationship between distance from wall, speed and

heading in reference to the wall. We use a large arena to

establish a polarity between the area near the wall and the

exposed area distant from it. Our results show that the wall

exerts two types of influence on the mouse’s trajectory: one

of guidance and the other of attraction.
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Figure 7: A strain comparison of selected heading-related

phenomena. (a) Density plot of heading directions in five strains.

Each strain shows a different level of preference for progression in

parallel to the wall; yet, all prefer to progress in parallel to it. (b)

Median and (c) inter quartile range of relative speed as a function of

heading, in a running window, in five inbred mouse strains. C57 –

red, CZECHII – orange, FVB – green, SJL – sky blue, C3H – dark

blue. Note that in C57, CZECH and FVB, the speed is maximal in

heading 0�, while interquartile range (IQR) is at a local minimum in

this heading. In contrast, in C3H and SJL, both the IQR and speed

are maximal in 0�. Interestingly, the IQR levels in all the strains

converge to a similar value in heading 0�.
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The guiding and attraction influences exerted by
the wall

The guiding influence is reflected by the fact that the mice

tend to progress in parallel to the wall (Figs 2 and 7a). This

tendency wanes with increasing distance from wall (Fig. 3a)

but is nevertheless observed in some mice at distances as

far as 50 cm from the wall. Two measures express the

guiding effect exerted by the wall: the overall variability of

heading directions and the distance from wall in which con-

straints on heading disappear. Strain-specific values of these

measures are presented in Table 1.

The attraction influence is reflected by the fact that mice

tend to perform a large component of their activity near the

wall (thigmotaxis, wall-hugging; Crawley et al. 1997; Lipkind

et al. 2004). One aspect of thigmotaxis has been estimated

in SEE by measuring the thickness of the ring occupied by

the mouse during successive runs near the wall and in par-

allel to it (Lipkind et al. 2004). Another aspect of thigmotaxis,

the proportion of progression near the wall, can be inferred

from the second and third measures in Table 1. For example,

because most of the SJL mice movement is performed in

parallel to the wall (low overall variability of heading direc-

tions, Fig. 7a, Table 1), and because they hardly move in

parallel to the wall when away from it (distance from wall

in which constraints on heading disappear, Table 1), it fol-

lows that most of their progression is performed near the

wall and in parallel to it.

Another measure of the degree of wall-attraction is the

asymmetry between speed during movement toward, and

during movement away from, the wall. The higher the speed

toward the wall compared with the speed away from it, the

more attracted the mouse is to the wall. This is the measure

distinguishing between the blind strains, which move in simi-

lar speeds in both directions, and the sighted strains, which

move faster toward the wall. The speed ratio is presented by

the end-point outbound/inbound speed asymmetry in Table 1.

Different combinations of the guiding and attraction influ-

ences generate versatile strain-specific behaviors. C57 and

FVB are ‘guided’ by the wall at large distances from it; these

strains show the highest values of ‘distance from wall in

which constraints on heading disappear’ (Table 1). These

two strains are not wall-huggers; they show high heading

variability (Table 1), a thick ring of paths along wall (Lipkind

et al. 2004) and a high proportion of time spent in the center

(Center Time or CNTRT in Kafkafi et al. 2005). In addition,

C57 mice, unlike FVB mice, are attracted to the wall from a

distance (higher outbound speed). CZECHII mice are guided

at large distances from the wall (high value of ‘distance from

wall in which constraints on heading disappear’), are wall-

huggers (low heading variability, most activity along wall in a

thin ring of paths, low Center Time) and are strongly

attracted to the wall (higher outbound speed). C3H are not

wall-huggers (high heading variability and high Center Time

but with relatively high variability), show no attraction to wall

(no difference between outbound and inbound speeds) and

no guidance at large distances from it (low value of ‘distance

from wall in which constraints on heading disappear’). SJL is

the farthest from C57, being a wall-hugger (low heading

variability, thin ring along wall and low Center Time), guided

by the wall only at short distances from it (lowest value of

‘distance from wall in which constraints on heading disap-

pear’) and not attracted to the wall at a distance from it (no

difference between inbound and outbound speed).

These results show that the guidance and attraction mea-

sures add information to the traditional Center Time mea-

sure. This is further demonstrated in Fig. 8a,b, which shows

that guidance and attraction are not correlated with Center

Time. A comparison of Center Time in our arena and in

smaller arenas used in other studies show a correspondence

in FVB, C57 and C3H, but not in SJL (Bothe et al. 2004; 2005;

Kim et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 1999).

Because the wall is also a boundary, it could be of interest

to examine the influence of other types of boundary on

the mouse’s trajectory. In studies performed in our lab

(A. Dvorkin, MSc thesis, and G. Horev, unpublished results),

a cliff boundary caused severe problems in data acquisition

because it elicited jumping off the arena in the CZECHII

strain, falling off the cliff in the FVB, C3H and SJL strains,

and both falling and jumping in the C57 and BALB/c strains.

Using the relationship between heading and speed
to estimate guidance

Heading influences both the magnitude and the stereotypy of

speed. The magnitude of speed is highest in heading 0�

(Figs 5, 6 and 7b), dropping gradually as the mouse shifts

away from this heading. This pertains to movement near the

wall, and in some strains (C57, CZECHII, FVB), tomovement at

a distance from it (‘proportion of speed in ring 2 explained by

heading’, Table 1). The use of heading and distance together

as explanatory variables for the magnitude of speed discloses

the influence the wall exerts from a distance on the speed of

the mouse. The observation that a mouse increases its speed

during progression in parallel to the wall when distant from it

reveals that the mouse is guided by the wall even when not in

physical contact with it. It implies that the mouse ‘knows’ its

direction relative to the wall. This regularity in the relationship

between heading and speed suggests that heading in refer-

ence to the wall is a key variable whose measurement is

necessary for the understanding of open-field behavior.

The guiding effect of the wall is also indicated by the

association between movement in parallel to the wall and a

distinct change in the variability of speed. In each of the

examined strains, movement in parallel to the wall involves

a distinct variability value of speeds. In heading 0�, the speed

variability reaches a maximum in the slow strains (SJL, C3H)

and a minimum in the fast strains (C57, CZECHII, FVB;

Fig. 7c). The maxima and minima cluster around a similar

value and are indistinguishable from each other (normalized

speed variability in heading 0�, Table 1).
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Genetic aspects of wall guidance and attraction

Our results imply that the guidance and attraction influences

are mediated by different mechanisms and should eventually

reveal different genes:

1 By definition, two end-points, ‘distance from wall in which

constraints on heading disappear’ (‘guidance’ in Fig. 8) and

‘proportion of speed in ring 2 explained by heading’, reflect

pure components of guidance, and 1 end-point, ‘inbound/

outbound speed asymmetry’ (‘attraction’ in Fig. 8), reflects

a pure component of attraction. As shown in Fig. 8c and

Supplemental Fig. S5, these three components are indeed

not correlated.

2 The two influences vary relatively independently across

strains, engendering a variety of combinations. As summar-

ized in Table 1, each of the nine end-points classifies the

examined strains into at least two groups (for example, the

second end-point classifies the mice into wall-huggers and

non-wall-huggers), yielding seven different classifications.

It means that these nine end-points characterize relatively

independent aspects of wall guidance and attraction beha-

vior. As such, these end-points are suitable for studies

aimed at the identification of genes that mediate them.

Following the high benchmark test of mixed ANOVA (Kafkafi

et al. 2005) and the FDR test for multiple comparisons

(Benjamini & Hochberg 1995; Benjamini et al. 2001), nine of

11 carefully designed heading-related end-points discriminate

significantly between strains and are replicable across labora-

tories (seeMethods). The most attractive end-point of the nine

is the one estimating the influence exerted by the wall from a

distance on speed (‘proportion of speed in ring 2 explained by

heading’), whose heritability is the highest, amounting to 48%.

In conclusion, having shown that wall guidance and attrac-

tion reflect independent and heritable mechanisms, geneti-

cists can now locate and subsequently manipulate gene loci

that mediate these relations, and students of navigation are

provided with new measures of the effect these genes

might have on firing patterns measured in place-, head direc-

tion- and speed-related cells.
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